Project Manager
Heavy Industries builds some of Canada’s most interesting public art and creative construction projects
and we are looking for a Project Manager to lead multiple architectural projects in our team-based
environment.

PRINCIPLE RESPONSIBILITIES







Lead assigned projects from inception to completion
Build long-term business relationships with our clients while acting as the main point of contact
Work with a team to manage projects in accordance with project scopes, plans, schedules,
budgets, labour resources, risk management, and quality control
Follow Heavy processes to maintain accurate and consistent project files and documentation
Act as the liaison between our clients and the installation crews
Administer project tasks such as invoices, change orders, and progress reports

WHAT IS IN IT FOR YOU?
Job Satisfaction:

You will get to directly participate in some of Canada’s most interesting
(and high profile) creative construction and art projects.

Job Variation:

You will never get bored in this fast paced environment. Every project is
different and every day comes complete with its own unique challenges
and problems for you to solve.

Job Opportunity:

You will be exposed to opportunities to grow and develop our relatively
young business into one of the world’s premiere manufacturing
companies. We have not plateaued and do not plan on doing so any time
soon.

Culture:

You will get to work with fun, dynamic and highly skilled people that are
driven to succeed.

Remuneration:

You will be paid relative to the experience you bring and your
accomplishments; you will be rewarded with company success. You will
get a company phone, plenty of vacation, and be added to our benefits
program.

QUALIFICATIONS












Minimum 10 years of Project Management experience overseeing custom construction projects
Experience managing projects in excess of $2 million
Completion of a relevant post-secondary program (project management, business, construction
management, engineering, etc.)
Project Management Professional (PMP) certification is an asset
Demonstrated skills in leadership, management, and effective decision-making capabilities
Experience with Microsoft Project and other project management tools
Strong project execution experience with focus on planning, scheduling, cost, and risk
management
Solid knowledge of construction, fabrication processes, and the ability to read drawings
Demonstrated ability to work both as part of a team and independently
Strong communication and interpersonal skills
Proven analytical and problem-solving skills

Please note the role may require some travel and on-site visits.
If this sounds like the right opportunity for you, please send your resume to careers@heavyworld.ca
with “Project Manager” in the subject line.
About Heavy Industries
Heavy Industries has been beautifying the built world since 2003. As a custom fabricator based in Calgary,
Heavy Industries has manufactured and installed some of Canada’s best known public art sculptures and
most complex architectural projects. Through technology, experience, and expertise, Heavy Industries has
become a single source for designing, fabricating, and installing sculpture and custom features for artists,
architects, and design professionals. In our world, iconic designs and creative places are built without
compromise.

